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Art Trope Gallery presents from the 08th to the 19th 
of June 2021 : Photographer Antoine Buttafoghi, 

Sculptor Gilles Durfort and Drawer Éric Dabancourt

• An exhibition of 50 works selected and scenographed by medium
• Dedicated virtual galleries : Antoine Buttafoghi, Gilles Durfort and Éric Dabancourt
• Meeting with the artists at Art Trope Gallery on Saturday, June 12th, 2021 from 11 AM

Art Trope Gallery is delighted to present the works of three of its artists from the 8th to the 19th 
of june, with three scenographies which allow to underline the evolutions, dynamics and 
observations carried out by the artists. 

Antoine Buttafoghi’s photographic work, a 22-piece series dealing with “Solitude(s)” will be 
exhibited. Throughout this series, the artist seeks to explore the multiple benefits of this state of 
self: initiatory experience, inner journey or lucid quest. His photographs help us understand how 
loneliness brings about evolution in Man’s journey towards understanding himself and grasping 
the world surrounding him.

The sculptor Gilles Durfort highlights through 8 sculptures the very essence of our moments of 
life: being able to touch reality, observe and understand it, without anecdote or detail. In a 
perpetual search of tropism, this intense but unexplained moment, the artist makes us reflect on 
our own sensations.

The 20 exhibited works of Éric Dabancourt invite us to observe his universe, transcribed into his 
drawings. His lines are unpredictable, natural and demonstrate all the living force of his works: 
they evolve in their sensuality and reflect the multiplicity of a drawing and its ability to create 
dialogue between different worlds. It is this spectacle of bonds emerging before our eyes, that 
the drawer emphasizes through his art.

To receive our Press Kit linked to the exhibition, please write us an e-mail at  : communication@art-trope.com.
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About : An accelerator of opportunities and careers, Art Trope supports artists around the world in positioning themselves in the art market, building 
and developing their international notoriety over the long term while optimizing their visibility and network. Art Trope Gallery aims to support its 
artists in an innovative way over the long term by offering them both a dedicated showcase right next to the Pompidou Center in Paris, while ensuring 
them international visibility as well as on targeted networks.
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